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Abstract

We present an information filtering and adaptive person-
alisation algorithm for arbitrary information systems based
on databases. This algorithm is called GRAS (Gaussian
Rating Adaptation Scheme), and it combines content-based
and collaborative filtering. The goal is to filter retrieved
documents of a query according to the personal interest of
a user and to sort them according to the personal relevance.
The algorithm tries to make the benefits of collaborative
filtering available to application domains where collabo-
rative filtering could not yet be applied due to lack of the
critical mass of users or improper content structure. The
algorithm collects background information about the user
and the content by implicit and explicit feedback techniques.
This information is then used to consecutively adapt user-
and object profiles according their maturity. The described
algorithm is applicable for the personalisation of any kind
of application domain, even on multimedia data. GRAS is
implemented in the multimedia database MultiMAP1 as a
generic personalisation provider module.

1 Introduction

We are living in an age of information overflow. The vol-
ume of information and the number of information sources
are continuously increasing. In today’s world, it is al-
most impossible to find and acquire relevant pieces of in-
formation without being overflowed with irrelevant mate-
rial. With personalisation methods we can improve the sit-
uation.
An important technique used in personalised systems is in-
formation filtering which can be divided into three basic
classes: content-based, collaborative and economic filter-
ing. The wide research activities in information filtering

1MultiMAP is funded by the “Deutsches Forschungsnetz Verein”
(DFN) and the “Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft, Forschung
und Technologie” (BMBF) under contract TK 598-VA/V1.

have resulted in several content-based and collaborative fil-
tering systems. Most of them have been built for one spe-
cial application and rely on a certain type of content. This
prevents them from being used as a generic personalisation
scheme in a hypermedia database.
We needed to find a generic personalisation scheme for
the multimedia database MultiMAP, which was developed
in our research group at the Munich University of Tech-
nology. This lead to the Gaussian Rating Adaptation
Scheme (GRAS) which combines content-based and col-
laborative filtering. Its efficient implementation using re-
lational database technology allows online personalisation
of hyperlinked multimedia objects. It is appropriate for
the personalisation of multimedia and hyperlinked content,
since it makes no assumptions about the structure of the ob-
jects, i.e. objects do not have to be text. It is not dependent
on a critical mass of users or objects to work effectively, as
many collaborative filtering approaches do, which widens
the area of use for GRAS. The rest of this paper is orga-
nized as follows: In section 2 we give a short introduction
to personalisation techniques. Section 3 presents the GRAS
algorithm and in section 4 an efficient implementation us-
ing relational database technology is discussed. Section 5
gives a brief overview of MultiMAP, the host hypermedia
database system used to demonstrate GRAS. Finally in sec-
tion 6 we discuss related work.

2 Personalisation in Information Systems

The aim of personalisation is to select data whose con-
tent are most relevant to the user from a greater volume of
information and to present them in a suitable way for the
user.

The main logical parts (Fig 1) in a personalisation system
are the user (and object) profile, user feedback and informa-
tion filtering.
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Figure 1. The structure of a personalisation
system

2.1 User and Object Profiles

Information about each user’s preferences (the user pro-
file) must be available in order to select relevant data. The
user profile can be constructed explicitly by the user or ab-
stracted by the system on the basis of the user’s behaviour.
A third, more difficult approach is that the profile is defined
and maintained by an administrator.
Some personalisation methods also make use of object pro-
files, which describe the contents or their characteristics.
They are constructed explicitly by the creator, or implicitly
by the system or the users. GRAS uses both user and object
profiles. Known features can be defined explicitly while
unknown profiles will be implicitly adapted by the GRAS
algorithm.

2.2 Feedback

To determine if the data provided really satisfy the user,
personalisation schemes often ask the user to give feedback,
which is used to modify the user’s profile.

Two different feedback methods exist: explicit and im-
plicit. Explicit feedback requires the user to explicitly eval-
uate the provided objects. This scheme is easy to implement
but increases the cognitive load on the user. Systems using
implicit feedback observe the user’s behaviour, like which
content is read or how much time is spent on different con-
tent. Implicit feedback is more convenient for the user but
harder to implement. The GRAS algorithm relies on user
feedback and can make use of both feedback methods.

2.3 Information filtering

Information filtering is the main process in personali-
sation. It is traditionally divided into three types of filter-
ing [11]:

Content-based filtering, also called cognitive filtering,

where objects are selected by correlation between the
content of the objects and the user’s preferences. This
is the traditional approach to filtering. Objects must
be of some machine parsable form, or attributes must
have been assigned to them manually. Hypermedia
data such as sound, images, video, cannot be analysed
automatically. It is not practical to assign attributes
manually when working with a large object set. This
makes content-based filtering less feasible for large hy-
permedia applications.

Collaborative filtering, also called social filtering, where
objects are filtered for a user upon the likes of other
people with similar tastes. The content of the objects
need not to be in a computer parsable form which
makes collaborative filtering applicable for hyperme-
dia data. Originally, Malone [11], defined that social
filtering takes place regarding social connections be-
tween people. Today, in many current systems a varia-
tion is used: user profiles are compared with each other
and weighted for their degree of similarity. Groups of
similar profiles are formed and users belonging to one
group will be served the same set of objects. Collab-
orative filtering systems need a critical mass of par-
ticipants and objects to work efficiently which is their
major draw-back.

Economic filtering, where the information is filtered
based upon cost factors. Such factors can be the re-
lation between cost and benefit of use, or the available
network bandwidth and size of the objects. Economic
filtering is scarcely used in existing systems.

GRAS is a combination of content-based and collabora-
tive filtering.

3 The GRAS Algorithm

GRAS was developed for the personalisation of hy-
permedia data which is not restricted to text. The algo-
rithm should not be application dependant since its host
hypermedia-database MultiMAP is used in a wide area of
different applications. Additional requirements were effi-
ciency for online-personalisation and ease of use for the
user and author. A combination of content-based and col-
laborative filtering combined with a new model for user and
object profiles were developed for achieving these require-
ments.

3.1 Profile Modelling

GRAS uses both user and object profiles. Each profile
consists of several topic-profiles. Each topic-profile de-
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Figure 2. a) Examples of two different Gauss curves b) example of a profile consisting of several
topic-profiles

scribes the interest of a user or the content of an object in
a single topic. Examples of topics are news-categories like
politics, sports or business.

3.1.1 Conventional ratings schemes compared to
GRAS

Simple rating schemes [4, 16] use only one rating value to
describe the user’s interest in a topic. In these schemes, a
high rating value means “the user is highly interested in the
topic”, while a low value means “the user is not interested
in the topic”. A one dimensional numeric scale may not be
well suited to describe the reactions humans have to docu-
ments [13]. Works such as [20] and [12] show that persons
have difficulty in expressing their interest explicitly on a
single numeric scale.
These schemes often do not distinguish between “the user
dislikes a topic” and “the user is indifferent to a topic”.
They also force the user to express his or her interest as
one point on a rating-scale, giving no means to express the
broadness of the interest.
In GRAS we are using two values to describe the user’s in-
terest: One value to describe the focus or median (µ) of the
user’s interest in a scale from “is highly interested in the
topic” to “totally dislikes the topic” and a second value to
describe the broadness (σ) of the user’s interest.
To be able to work efficiently with this scheme, we are using
Gaussian curves to represent the topic-profiles. A Gaussian
curve is also characterized by two parameters µ and σ and
is, as we later show, highly appropriate to describe the in-
terest of a person or the content characteristics of an object.
Figure 2 a) shows two Gauss curves with different µ and σ
values.

The dotted curve can be interpreted as the interest pro-
file of a highly interested person. A high, positive µ-value
combined with a low σ-value standing for high significance
represents interest only in objects whose content cover a
specific topic intensively. The other curve represents the
interest-profile of a user who is neither very interested in

the topic nor dislikes it. Thus it has a µ-value of zero and a
σ-value of one, which stands for not significant.
Figure 2 b) shows how several topic-profiles, each repre-
sented by a Gauss curve, form one object or user profile.

3.1.2 Considerations GRAS is based on

Consideration (1): The interest of a user in a topic can be
described using a Gaussian curve. The x-axis repre-
sents the intensity in which an object covers a topic.
The y-axis describes how much a user will be inter-
ested in an object. One can now plot a Gaussian curve,
characterized by the parameters µ and σ, which de-
scribes the interest of a user in one topic. µ can be seen
as a value describing how much a user is interested in
the topic, while σ measures how broad the user’s inter-
est is.
Example: Figures 3 (a) and (b) show two different user
profiles. The profile (a) shows a user who is indifferent
to the specific topic thus having a profile with a high
σ-value which makes it “broad”. Profile (b) belongs to
a user who is highly interested only in objects which
are dealing intensively with the topic. This leads to a
low σ-value, which makes the curve narrow, and a high
µ-value for a high focus-point.

Figure 3. Examples of two different topic-
profiles

Consideration (2): The profile of an object, describing
how intensive an object covers a specific topic can also
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be described using a Gaussian curve. The x-axis is
used to describe the intensity of a topic. The y-axis
now describes, how strongly an object covers different
topic intensities. The parameter µ determines how in-
tensively an object covers a topic, while σ tells how
broadly the object’s content covers a topic.
Example: Figures 3 (a) and (b) can also be used to
explain two different topic-profiles of objects. (a) de-
scribes an object that covers the topic very broadly.
(b) shows the topic-profile of an object whose content
is specialized in the regarded topic thus resulting in a
high µ- and a low σ-value.

These (3): A measure for how much a user is interested in
an object regarding one topic is the overlap of the area
of both Gaussian curves belonging to the user’s profile
and the object’s profile.
We like to show that this gives a good measure by dis-
cussing how this method behaves in all extreme situ-
ations and argue that this covers all in-between possi-
bilities as well. Figure 4 illustrates all example cases.

Situations A1 and C3: The object meets exactly the user’s
interest in a topic. The two Gaussian curves have a
large area in common which creates a high interest
value. Situation A1 is used only for negatable topics
(i.e. “I don’t like Jazz music”) where it is positive if
an object does not cover a topic and a user dislikes the
topic. The decision models (see next section) have to
take care about this special case.

Situations A3 and C1: The object is contrary to the user’s
interest in a topic. The Gaussian curves have a low
to zero area in common which creates a low interest
value.

Situation B1, B2 and B3: The object’s content is indiffer-
ent to a topic.
According to consideration (2) this will cause the σ-
value of the object’s topic profile to be high. This will
cause the area in common with any user’s topic-profile
in this specific topic to be independent of its µ-value.
This corresponds with the desired behaviour, since the
decision whether a user is interested in this object or
not is not dependent on this specific topic.

Situations A2, B2 and C2: The user is indifferent to a
topic.
Thus, according to consideration (1) the σ-value of the
user’s topic profile is high. This will cause the area
in common with any object’s topic-profile to be small,
independent of the µ-value of the object. This means,
that the decision whether a user would be interested in
this object or not is independent of this topic.
Situation B2 shows that objects which are indifferent

to the topic cause a high overlap and are therefore pre-
ferred. This means that a user who is indifferent to a
topic prefers to see objects which are not specialized
in this topic.

We can see, that the GRAS algorithm behaves as de-
sired in all shown cases. In section 4 we present an efficient
method of how to implement the overlap-calculation using
relational database technology.

3.1.3 Decision models used in GRAS

We can now derive a measure of how much a user will like
an object regarding each topic separately. That gives us a
n-tupel of topic-overlap-values for an object. We need a
model that describes how to compare or order these tuples
to reach a decision about which object the user will like.
One way is to convert the n-tupel to one single value and
then compare them. Several algorithms, originating in mar-
keting, describe how a consumer will make a decision based
on multiple factors. They are known as ”decision-models”:
The additive model [3], where the sum of all topic-ratings
in the n-tupel is used to compare objects. The object with
the highest sum will be chosen. The conjunctive model
[21], where the lowest topic-rating of the n-tupel must be
above a threshold to be acceptable. The disjunctive model
[9], where the highest topic-rating of a n-tupel must be
above a threshold to be acceptable.
We favour a variant of the additive model, since it takes all
topic-overlaps into consideration to reach a decision. Our
variant compares the average of the tupel, allowing the com-
parison of differently sized tupels. Aditionally, the decision
model must take care, that a positive recommendation is not
solely based on negative topic overlaps (situation A1 in fig-
ure 4).

3.2 Profile adaptation schemes

3.2.1 Profile generation in conventional filtering
schemes

Most content-based filtering schemes are based on the as-
sumption, that the user can tell exactly what he likes or dis-
likes. The user has to define his profile for the system. Col-
laborative filtering systems follow the opposite approach:
they take assumptions from data gathered implicitly or ex-
plicitly about the user. This can be biographic data or sam-
ple ratings.
Both approaches can cause problems: it can be hard for
the user to tell exactly his preferences in the system rating
scheme. The average casual user is not willing to undergo a
long profile-definition phase before using the system. Once
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Figure 4. Overlap of object’s profiles with user’s profiles in GRAS

a profile is defined, it is even more unlikely that it will be
changed by the user when only slight interest changes oc-
cur.
On the other side, pure collaborative filtering approaches
which do not allow the explicit definition of preferences
can also create problems. It is often a frustrating task to
undergo a training-procedure to adapt the system to one’s
preferences. These systems also do not allow fast switches
in preferences, for example when the user’s interest changes
in one area of interest. The biggest disadvantage of collabo-
rative filtering schemes is that they require a critical mass of
users which makes them unsuitable for a lot of applications.

3.2.2 Profile generation and update in GRAS

GRAS gives the user the possibility to explicitly define pref-
erences he is sure about. At the same time it autonomously
tries to find the true values for topic-profiles the user is un-
certain about. This means, a user can explicitly tell the sys-
tem, that he or she is highly interested in a specific topic
or that another topic is extremely disliked. Symmetrically
this can be applied to the object profiles. Authors can de-
fine topic-profiles for an object where they are sure about
the rating. GRAS then tries to complete the profiles in the
remaining topics.
For this task, each topic-profile contains, additional to the
parameters describing the Gaussian curve, two parameters:
an age value and a mode flag. The mode flag allows the
topic-profile to be locked, which means it will not be part

of the dynamic adaptation process. This is useful for topic
rankings which may never change. For example, a movie-
description will always have a high ranking in the topic
”cinema-related”. The age value, which stands for the ma-
turity of the topic-profile and not for its time age, is used
for the dynamic adaptation process. It counts, how often a
not locked profile has been adjusted in an adaptation-step to
become more mature.

3.2.3 The adaptation process in GRAS

Each time a user views an object the system collects an im-
plicit or explicit feedback value, which describes how much
the user liked the object. Upon receiving the rating, the sys-
tem starts the adaptation process for the user’s and the ob-
ject’s profile.
The dynamic adaptation process uses the ratio of the age
values of the user’s and the object’s profile to determine
whether the object’s profile influences the user’s profile or
vice versa. The influenced profile’s age value is incre-
mented after each dynamic adaptation. The older profile
will influence the younger profile. The strength of the in-
fluence is proportional to the age value ratio. This ensures
that ”mature” profiles with a higher ”quality” will influence
younger profiles and will increase their quality.
Beside the age-ratio, the strength of adaption also depends
on the σ-value of the older profile. A highly significant pro-
file (which has a low σ value) will influence the opposite
profile more than a profile with a low significance. Another
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variable that influences the strength of the adaptation is the
user’s feedback value, which has to be normalized to the in-
terval [-1,1]. A feedback-value of 0 means ”no influence”,
+1 means that the µ-values will move towards another and
-1 that they will move apart from each other.
Only profiles of objects that are not marked as “locked” will
be changed by the adaptation process. This means, if the
“younger” profile in the adaptation process has the lock-flag
set, the adaptation will not be conducted. It is no problem
if the older profile is locked, since it will not be changed in
the adaptation process.

3.3 Effects

The following effects can be achieved with the described
adaptation scheme:

• Unknown values of profiles, which were initialized to
a standard value (i.e. µ = 0, σ = 1) will evolve to their
true values. Objects which cover one topic intensively
will be rated positive by users having high µ-values
and low σ values in the respective topic-profile. Users
with low µ-values in the specific topic-profile will rate
this object negatively. This will lead to a highly sig-
nificant positive topic-profile. Objects which do not
cover a topic are handled symmetrically. In the same
way immature user-profiles are influenced by mature
object profiles making them more significant.

• The topic-profile of an object which is indifferent to
the specific topic will evolve to a profile with a high
σ-value. Users with all possible µ- and σ-values will
judge this object independently of this topic thus cre-
ating a topic-profile with a high σ-value.

• Shifts in the interest of a user can be detected by the
system when the user starts to rate objects covering a
new topic of interest positively. Similarly newly aris-
ing dislikes of a user can be discovered.

• Users with similar interests will rate objects similarely.
Thus the GRAS adaptation process will create simi-
lar user-profiles for these users. Similarely, users with
a mature profile will influence object profiles thus al-
lowing the system to propose objects which they find
interesting to users with similar interest. That means,
in GRAS’ adaptation step an implicit grouping of users
according to their interests takes place.

4 An Efficient Implementation in relational
Databases

Some complex personalisation schemes suffer from poor
performance. We want to provide real-time personalisation

which can be used with live-data sources or material that
has a high update frequency as well as with static data.

We use the following simplifications for the overlap-
calculation:

• for calculating the overlap we reduce the number of
possible values of µ and σ to m and n discrete values
thus giving

µ′ = � µ − µmin

µmax − µmin
m� σ′ = � σ − σmin

σmax − σmin
n�

• By choosing m and n to be 15, we can pack µ ′ and σ′

into one tinyint (8 bit) b: b = 16µ′ + σ′ − 127

• µmin and µmax define the interval of valid µ-values.
Experiments showed that the interval [−1.5, +1.5] is a
good choice.

• σmin and σmax define the interval of valid σ values.
Experiments showed that the interval ]0, 3] is a good
choice.

When calculating the overlap, we use the one-byte repre-
sentation of the object’s topic-profile and the user’s interest
topic-profile. We can now create a relation “GaussLookup”
containing three values as shown in table 1.

We fill the table GaussLookup with all possible permu-
tations of b1 and b2. v then contains the overlap-value of
the two Gaussian curves represented by the packed values
b1 and b2. This table needs only 256kb (256*256*4 bytes),
which is less than the size of many images that are stored in
the multimedia database.
The user’s and the object’s topic-profile table are defined
similarly. One relation “ObjProfile” for object’s topic-
profiles and one relation “UserProfile” for user’s object-
profiles are defined as shown in table 2.

To calculate how much a user’s topic-profile overlaps
with an object’s topic profile we only have to use two joins
over the three tables “UserProfile”, “GaussLookup” and
“ObjProfile”:

select v, u.TopicID from GaussLookup g,
UserProfile u,
ObjProfile o

where u.UserID = USERID and
o.ObjID = OBJECTID and
u.TopicID = o.TopicID and
g.b1 = u.bMuSigma and
g.b2 = o.bMuSigma

This gives the list of the overlap-values between all the
topic-profiles of the user identified by USERID and the
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Name Type Function

b1 tinyint the first packed (µ, σ)-value
b2 tinyint the second packed (µ, σ)-value
v integer the overlap of the Gaussian curves represented by b 1 and b2

Table 1. Scheme of the table GaussLookup

Name Type Function

UserID / ObjID Integer identifies the user or the object
TopicID integer identifies the topic of the rating
mu double the µ-value of the topic-profile
sigma double the σ-value of the topic-profile
bMuSigma tinyint the packed representation of µ and σ
age integer the age (maturity) of the topic-profile
locked boolean locked or not locked topic-profile

Table 2. Scheme of the tables UserProfile and ObjProfile

topic-profiles of the corresponding objects, identified by
OBJID.
We can now use the methods described in section 3.1.3 to
determine how much the user will overall like the object.
Some of the described methods can also be implemented in
the same query. Here an example for the additive model:

select sum(v) from GaussLookup g,
UserProfile u, ObjProfile o

where u.UserID = USERID and
o.ObjID = OBJECTID and
u.TopicID = o.TopicID and
g.b1 = u.bMuSigma and
g.b2 = o.bMuSigma

Using other functions instead of sum(v) can vary the
decision model: To work according to the disjunctive-
model we can use max(v) and for the conjunctive model
we use min(v). Another interesting method is to use
avg(v), a variation of the additive method.
We use the result of the query to present the objects to the
user in a ranked, pre-ordered way which allows fast access
to potentially interesting objects.
The computational complexity of the whole operation is
even below the complexity of two simple joins because the
first join creates a constant number of elements, which is
the number of existing topics. This reduces the complexity
to O(n log n logm).
The lookup-table requires approximately as much space
as one image in the multimedia-database uses: size =
2562(1 + 1 + 2)bytes = 256kb where 2562 is the num-
ber of permutations of b1 and b2. Each tupel uses one byte
each for b1 and b2, which are tinyint, and two bytes for v,

which is shortint. 256kb can easily be handled by a rela-
tional database.
The advantage of referring the task of overlap-calculation to
the database more than compensates the disadvantage that
bMuSigma stores redundant information. All insert/update
operations must be designed to keep bMuSigma consistent
with mu and sigma. One could argue, that mu and sigma
are not necessary and could be eliminated since they are al-
ready stored in bMuSigma. During the adaptation process
very small changes in mu and sigma are expected, which
would then not be possible due to the packed representation
of µ and σ. Since bMuSigma is declared as tinyint, the
space trade-off is affordable.

5 The Hypermedia Database System Multi-
MAP

5.1 The System

GRAS is implemented as a generic personalisation mod-
ule in MultiMAP. MultiMAP is an interactive, extensible
hypermedia database system, in which texts, images, arbi-
trary objects on the images, audio and videos can be stored
and connected by links. MultiMAP runs on Unix work-
stations using a client/server architecture, and the relational
database system TransBaseTM as back-end for internal data
management. MultiMAP is also accessible via a WWW in-
terface.
One of the main focus of MultiMAP is the support of fast
and simple (mouse supported) creation of applications. Due
to its database functionality even deletion of nodes does
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not touch the referential integrity of links. Thus always
a consistent application is presented. Further advantages
of using a database instead of the still very common file
systems in multimedia systems are: integrated processing
of big amounts of multimedia data (All multimedia data is
completely stored inside the database. There are no pointers
to the file system for BLOBs), optimized storage due to ef-
ficient access paths and index structures, multiple complex
search possibilities, referential integrity of links, transaction
protected multi-user mode and full recovery capability.
MultiMAP is conceptually based on an extension of the
Dexter Hypertext Reference-Model [8, 19], which is an ac-
knowledged standard for hypermedia systems today. This
is important for the power of the link concept which goes
far beyond usual WWW-links:

1. Support of uni- and bi-directional links and arbitrary
n:m links. This includes the heavily used 1:n links in
our applications.

2. Extension of the hypertext concept on arbitrary graph-
ical objects: Link source and target anchors can be ar-
bitrarily outlined objects on images (e.g. the course of
a river or a plot of land on a map). These do not need
to be approximated by rectangles.

3. In addition to links, it is possible to execute full text
search (even truncated and nested) on all text, image
and object names of the database. The full text search
is integrated in the object recherche and behaves like
an additional dynamic link.

In addition to complex link navigation full-text search is
supported as an entry to the hypermedia net.

5.2 Applications

MultiMAP is already used in a series of applications,
partially with large amounts of data and high user activity.
We present only a few of them:

The first field of application was the multimedia process-
ing of maps for urban information systems, mapping out
biotopes, or administrative domains for environmental plan-
ning.
MultiMED: This application presents X-ray images in
medicine, including detail images and verbal or written
medical reports. A prototype has been developed in col-
laboration with the St. Bernward hospital in Hildesheim,
Germany [18].
MultiBHT: A third field of application lies in linguistics,
in multimedia processing of results of language analysis, in
order to develop text-critical editions. An application for

Old-Hebrew exists in the Institute for Assyriology and Het-
hitology of the University of Munich.
MultiLIB is a multimedia guide through the university li-
brary of the University of Munich. The purpose is to enable
the students to find books, their location and access rights,
opening times of the library, and to offer support in cata-
logue queries.

In each application a huge amount of documents is al-
ready inserted and a personalized retrieval using GRAS be-
comes more and more necessary for further efficient use.

6 Related Work

The interest in personalisation methods has continuously
increased in the recent years. This is due to the easy acces-
sibility of networked information via popular systems like
the WWW.
Personalisation based on content-based filtering has a
strong tradition in Mail and News filtering. SIFT is an ex-
ample of a simple content-based text-filtering system for In-
ternet News [22]. In SIFT the profile is based on words to
prefer and avoid. InfoScope is another system designed to
filter Internet News. It uses automatic profile learning based
on reading behaviour of the user [20].
With the introduction of the World Wide Web, new areas
applicable for personalisation emerged. One area is person-
alisation of electronic newspapers. Most methods use sim-
ple content-based filtering based on numerical and boolean
rating schemes or word-matching techniques. An example
is the personalisation scheme for an electronic newspaper
developed in the OtaOnline Project at the Helsinki Univer-
sity of Technology [16]. Other examples are the Fishwrap
at MIT [1], The Times3 and The Sunday Times4.
The Tapestry text filtering system, developed to filter Mail
and News articles, was the first to include collaborative fil-
tering [4]. The Internet News Filter GroupLens5 is another
system based on collaborative filtering [15]. GroupLens
annotations are explicit judgements on a five-valued inte-
ger scale. Similar techniques were used in the Ringo per-
sonalised music recommendations system, developed at the
MIT Media Lab [17]. The music and movie recommen-
dation service Firefly6 has evolved from the work done at
the MIT Media Lab and Ringo. The catalogue service Ya-
hoo also deploys a personalised service called my-Yahoo 7

which is said to be based on technology used in Firefly.
Other systems applying collaborative information filtering
are the video recommendation service implemented at Bell-
core [5], the Beehive developed at Xerox Palo Alto [7] and
the News filtering system Phoaks [6]. Most of the used

3http://www.the-times.co.uk, 4http://www.sunday-times.co.uk,
5http://www.cs.umn.edu/Research/GroupLens, 6http://www.firefly.com,
7http://www.my- yahoo.com
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content-based filtering methods are based on word match-
ing and on the frequency with which terms occur. Two
common approaches for content selection are the vector
space method and the probabilistic method [13]. Other ap-
proaches try to include semantic information. Examples
are: Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [2], natural language
processing and the use of neural networks. An interesting
example of the use of neural networks can be found in [10].
For collaborative filtering algorithms [17] is a good starting
point.

7 Conclusion

Combining content-based and collaborative filtering can
create a new personalisation scheme which avoids the short-
comings of conventional filtering systems.
With GRAS we present such an algorithm. It is based on
Gaussian curves, which can describe user’s interest and ob-
ject’s contents in a more distinguished way. The overlap
of an object’s profile-curve and a user’s interest curve tells
how much a user is interested in an object. Relational
database-technology is used to efficiently implement the
GRAS personalisation-scheme. A demonstrational imple-
mentation in the hypermedia database MultiMAP leads to
first experiences with the GRASS algorithm.

We thank Michael G. Bauer for useful comments and
suggestions.
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